
Chapter 214:My Genes Evolve Infinitely

THE STRANGE CONNECTION OF THE PLACE OF

ORIGIN

The Kaman guards did not condense fast, almost a few minutes.

In the past few minutes, there were a lot of people on the square, and they were all
around the ring at this moment.

Most of these people were the eyeliners of various ethnic forces who were originally in
the square, and some of them were close to the square and were called by friends.

At this moment, everyone looked at the ring with some expectation.

Because the death of the qualification battle of the Tianjiao Ranking will withdraw from
the place of origin, there are not many people who challenge it.

Without being sure enough, who would waste the cultivation time in the land of origin
in vain?

After all, if you die at the Battle Sovereign level, it will take three or four months, or
even half a year, to not enter the land of origin.

If he didn't enter the Origin for such a long time, it might be an exaggerated gap opened
by a genius of similar strength.

So it's a rare challenge.

A few minutes later, the Kaman's guards were condensed and completed.

As the Kaman guards gathered and finished, a drum-like sound rang on the ring.

The next moment, the Kaman guardian's eyes condensed, and the sound of swords rang
all over his body, and sword shadows circled him.

At the same time, wisps of golden red light circulated around his body, and the Kaman
roared, turning his body into an afterimage, rushing towards Ye Ye.
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Ye Ye's complexion remained unchanged, her body was surging with wisps of black
mist, and her body was like a civet, silently disappearing in place.

In the next moment, her body appeared in the shadow behind the Kaman guardian.

The black long sword in Ye Ye's hand carried a sharp sword light.

The black sword light instantly overwhelmed the Kaman defender.

The sword shadows in front of the Kaman defender suddenly moved, blocking the
black sword light.

The sound of ding ding ding is endless.

However, sword marks still appeared on the Kaman guards, and blood poured out.

Even the warlord who possessed two king genes could not completely defend against
Ye Ye's attack.

When everyone in the ring saw this scene, they couldn't help but exclaimed.

"This cat is so strong! Just one face-to-face hit the guard so badly."

"She seems to be the princess of the Heavenly Underworld Empire, the heir of the
Heavenly Underworld Saint, and the natural king."

"Natural kings? No wonder, natural kings are generally on the list of arrogances,
depending on how many places they can rank."

"I heard from people in some organizations that if Princess Ye Ye has achieved the

Zhan Zun's Consummation, she can be in the top ten. Every one of her genes is very
strong."

"Really so strong?! In the top ten, the basic war emperor must be fine, and there is even
a glimmer of hope to hit the war saint."

"Who knows? You also know that many of the news released by those organizations

are for the purpose of gaining attention. You have to spend money to buy true and
effective information. What's more, Princess Yeye is the heir of the saint. Bo can also



increase the favorability of the Heavenly Underworld Empire and the Heavenly
Underworld Saints. Such a good business, how could those ghost institutions let go."

"...This is also true."

When everyone communicated, every night separated five avatars.

In the next moment, Ye Ye and the five clones attacked the Kaman Guardian.

A golden-red shield was condensed in front of the Kaman defender. The shield just
resisted a breath, and it shattered directly.

The Kaman defender roared, and his body turned into a sword light, rushing out of the
encirclement of Ye Ye and the five clones, and then appeared on the ring hundreds of
meters away.

However, as soon as he appeared, every night had already surrounded him, and a ray of
black sword light overwhelmed the Kaman guardian.

The Kaman guards had no other means of life-saving, and they had no choice but to
roar and were killed every night.

The dead Kaman guards turned into a ball of white light and disappeared.

The magnificent voice sounded again:

"Qualification challenge, success."

The next moment, a golden light flashed across Yeye's genetic war pattern. The ring
disappeared, and Ye Ye reappeared in her previous position.

Lu Yuan looked at Ye Ye and smiled:

"Yeye, you are so strong now."

Ye Ye shook her head slightly:

"This kind of strength is nothing, there are many people on the Tianjiao list that are
better than me."



Lu Yuan smiled and said, "That is only temporary. When your tempering is complete,
you will definitely be stronger."

Every night smiled and nodded: "Yeah."

Ye Ye is still very confident in herself.

Lu Yuan smiled and said, "Next, are you going to challenge the genius on the battle
list?"

Lu Yuan was a little curious, he wanted to know the general strength of the genius on

the battle list.

Yeye nodded: "Well, I have just qualified for the challenge now and can challenge 96th
to 100th. I want to challenge 96th."

Lu Yuan glanced at it. 96 of them were from Karo and their name was Bao Tai.

Ye Ye brought the genetic war pattern close to the Tianjiao list, and a golden thread
was added to the Tianjiao ranking and the genetic war pattern, which was connected to
Baotai's position.

The next moment, the golden sight flickered, and Ye Ye frowned slightly.

Lu Yuan was a little puzzled: "What's the matter?"

Every night he said:

"The challenge is established, but Baotai set the time for the day after tomorrow. He
said he has something to do now, which is not convenient."

Lu Yuan was taken aback: "Don't you start directly?"

Ye Ye shook her head: "As the challenged person, you have the right to choose the time.
Generally, it cannot be more than ten days later."

Lu Yuan nodded slightly, then felt a little regretful.

He will withdraw from the land of origin the day after tomorrow.



He originally wanted to see how strong the Tianjiao was on the Tianjiao list, but it was
a pity.

Not only Lu Yuan, but also the eyes of their various forces not far away, there was also
a pity in his heart at this moment.

However, they both kept their eyes on them. The day after tomorrow, every night will
challenge Bao Tai, and they will keep this information in their hearts.

There will definitely be more people coming to watch it.

At this time, Ye Ye looked up at Lu Yuan:

"Ayuan, don't you go to complete the qualification challenge?"

Lu Yuan was taken aback, then thought for a while, nodded and smiled:

"Everything is here, then just complete the qualification challenge."

The people who had been watching this were all stunned when they heard this, and
looked at Lu Yuan with a little surprise.

Originally, their focus had always been on Princess Tianming Ye Ye, thinking that Lu
Yuan was just Ye Ye's small attendant.

They were still wondering before, why as Tian Ming Princess, Ye Ye would have a
small human attendant.

Unexpectedly, this human being is also a goddess?

And listening to the dialogue between Lu Yuan and Ye Ye, can this human also win the
qualification challenge?

Many genetic warriors looked at Lu Yuan with a hint of surprise and inquiry.

At this time, under the guidance of Ye Ye, Lu Yuan came to the golden stele of the
Tianjiao List and placed the genetic war pattern on it.

After that, Lu Yuan saw golden rays surging on the genetic war pattern, connecting
with the genetic war pattern.



At the moment when the golden light connected to the genetic war pattern, the
Evolution Cube in Lu Yuan's body suddenly shook violently.

Afterwards, Lu Yuan's consciousness roared, and his brain went blank for a while.
When he came back to his senses, he seemed to have appeared in an incomparably vast
starry sky, and then turned into an incomparably vast expanse of land.

This continent is endless and there is no end in sight, but Lu Yuan instinctively knows
that this is the place of origin.

And in several places on this continent, Lu Yuan suddenly felt a very hazy connection.

The Evolution Cube kept shaking, and Lu Yuan had never felt such an intense shaking.

This hazy connection seems to be familiar with the Evolution Cube?

Lu Yuan was a little surprised.

Especially, one of the links is located in a forest, and that forest is familiar to the land.

That was the area where he died for the first time, the foggy forest.

At that time, he and Amy ran into the terrifying mirage inside, and they were brutally
killed by fog pressure by the mirage.

Now, he felt that the deepest part of the foggy forest, there is a hazy strange
connection?

what happened? !

Lu Yuan didn't have time to think about it, because Lu Yuan's consciousness suddenly
fell downward.

It only took a few seconds for Lu Yuan's consciousness to return to his body once again
after appearing above the vast and incomparable land of origin.

The Evolution Cube also stopped shaking.

Every night's voice sounded:

"A Yuan? What's wrong with you?"



Lu Yuan returned to his senses and glanced at Ye Ye:

"What's wrong with me?"

Ye Ye blinked: "You were stunned just now. You stayed for a few seconds."

Lu Yuan understood that this should be the consciousness that had appeared before and
stayed for a while above the land of origin, and it seemed to the outside world to be in
a daze.

He smiled and said, "It's okay, I just thought of something."

Yeye nodded: "Well, then you can start the qualification challenge in your heart."

Lu Yuan did what he said.

Soon, Lu Yuan felt that he seemed to have come into contact with a vast consciousness.

This consciousness was extremely gentle and tolerant, giving Lu Yuan a sense of
intimacy, and he could not give birth to malice.

This is the consciousness of the place of origin.

Lu Yuan didn't expect that it would feel like this when he came into contact with the
consciousness of Origin, a bit like...

Lu Yuan thought about it for a while to describe it, as if he was in the mother's body.

Lu Yuan didn't think too much, because the ring on the square appeared again.

Lu Yuan's body was transferred to the ring.

This kind of transfer, even if Lu Yuan now possesses an extraordinary gene of the

Emperor rank in his body, he still didn't react.

In front of Lu Yuan, a small phantom slowly condensed.

Looks like a green demon.



While Lu Yuan was waiting for the Green Demon's phantom to appear, some of the
genetic warriors who were looking at Lu Yuan before the ring suddenly remembered
something. Seeing Lu Yuan, he said in surprise:

"I remember who this guy is."

Others asked with some doubts: "Who is he?"

"When the El Mechanical Ruins were opened some time ago, didn't two humans and
the night princess kill the two natural kings of the Green Demon and the Hoarfrost?"

Hearing this, some people also remembered it.

"I also remembered it, so it was him? No wonder I looked a little familiar before."

"From the performance of this human being at the time, he should also be a natural lord,
or a natural leader? The strength should not be weak."

"No wonder I can be with Princess Ye Ye."

"Do you think he can pass the qualification challenge?"

"Since you dare to go up, there should be no problem, depending on how long it takes."

"I think, anyhow, it's the genius who followed Princess Ye Ye, should he be able to
solve it within ten minutes, right?"

"I think in twenty minutes. It is not easy for a natural leader to deal with a defender. If
you are not lucky, you may not be able to win if you encounter a defender who just
restrains himself."

"This is also..."

In addition to these heatedly discussed genetic warriors, there are also several
blood-bone kobolds here, among them Hei Ming and Zhou Er.

They had originally planned to come over and try to challenge the rank of Tianjiao.

Unexpectedly, he happened to see Lu Yuan's qualification challenge.

Hearing what others were discussing, several kobolds all sneered.



Born Lord?

Born leader?

Is the strength not weak?

Not necessarily to win?

This is a monster that can kill the genius of warlord at the general level!

Zhou Er looked at Lu Yuan on the ring with a look of fear on his face:

"Master Hei Ming, shall we come next time? Shall we go first?"

Before, he had seen with his own eyes that the Koru, Shuiji and other kobold geniuses
in the small world image that Zhou Er regarded as the evildoer were easily killed by Lu
Yuan.

During this time, he often had nightmares, and all he dreamed of were the monster Lu
Yuan.

Hei Ming's eyes flickered, and a touch of palpitations appeared in his eyes.

He thought for a while, and said lightly:

"Let's stand further and don't let him find us."

In fact, several people nodded again and again.

Although it is a safe area in Baiyun City, they cannot attack the opponent or they will
be chased to death by the structure, but they still can't help but have a guilty
conscience.

A few minutes later, Lu Yuan's guards were fully assembled.

It was a Green Demon Guardian wearing a dark green robe.

After the Green Demon Guardian condensed, he showed a vivid grin at Lu Yuan,
looking like a real Green Demon.

Then the green demon waved the deadwood staff in his hand.



Strands of weird green mist spilled out from his body, spreading in all directions.

Lu Yuan raised his eyebrows slightly.

Unexpectedly, it turned out to be poisonous fog.

If it had been before, Lu Yuan would still feel a bit troubled by the poisonous fog.

But now, after the evolution of the tide of life, the inheritance knowledge contained in
the genes of the Emperor's Life and Nature is wrapped in poison.

After all, most toxic elements themselves are derived changes from natural elements.

The tide of life itself has a certain detoxification effect.

For Lu Yuan, there is no need to completely detoxify, as long as the poisonous mist is
controlled not to enter the body.

It's easy.

A green light flashed in Lu Yuan's eyes. The next moment, his body suddenly
disappeared in place, appearing behind the Green Demon.

The sword light flashed, before the Green Demon could react, the sword light struck his
head.

The green demon's body turned into a mass of white light and dissipated.

Everyone who was still discussing how long it would take for Lu Yuan to pass the
challenge was stunned.

Everyone looked at the white light disappearing from the ring with a little astonishment.

Lu Yuan's challenge was too fast, even faster than Yeye.

This is completely beyond their expectations.

For a moment, they were surprised that they didn't know what to say.

Even Ye Ye was stunned, seeing Lu Yuan's eyes with surprise.



The little white beside him had a small mouth, his eyes widened to see Lu Yuan, his
eyes filled with disbelief.

After the magnificent voice announced the victory of the challenge, Lu Yuan's body
also returned to its previous position.

Seeing Xiaobai's surprised look, Lu Yuan couldn't help but smile:

"Why are you so surprised?"

Xiaobai came back to her senses, her pretty face flushed slightly, a little ashamed:

"As a servant of the king, my performance has humiliated the royal family of the
Heavenly Underworld Empire. Your Royal Highness, I am willing to apologize with

death!"

Lu Yuan rolled his eyes, this guy always likes to exaggerate little
things~www.mtlnovel.com~ Every night touched Xiaobai's head, as if coaxing a baby,
and said lightly: "It's okay, I forgive you. ."

"your Highness!"

Xiaobai looked at Ye Ye with a touch of emotion, the white cat's tail behind her **
flew up.

Lu Yuan coughed dryly with black lines all over his head.

Are you sure you are not a dog?

Xiaobai came back to her senses, she was a little shocked and said:

"Master Lu Yuan is so strong. I didn't expect you to grow to this point in a short time.
It's really amazing."

Ye Ye also nodded, looked at Lu Yuan, and said:

"Sure enough, Ayuan, you are very good."

Lu Yuan remembered that when he was at the Ayre Machinery Ruins, Ye Ye suddenly
said that he was great.



He smiled slightly: "After all, I still work very hard in my cultivation, and I always get
a certain reward."

Every night nodded: "Yeah."

Xiao Bai looked at Lu Yuan with a weird look, always feeling that something was
wrong.

Efforts can become so strong. Among the trillion genetic warriors of the Baiyun Star
Territory, isn't there anyone who works harder than Master Lu Yuan?

Later, Ye Ye interrupted her thoughts: "A Yuan, do you want to try the challenge?"

Lu Yuan thought for a while, and said with a smile: "It's all here, just challenge it. Um...
let me see who I challenge."

Lu Yuan looked up at the Tianjiao list.

The 96th place Lu Yuan would definitely not be challenged. After all, Ye Ye had
already been booked. If Ye Ye succeeded, then he would challenge Ye Ye.

He would not do such a thing.

Then the 97th...Huh?

Lu Yuan looked a little weird when he saw a name on the list.

98, Bai Lin, Baishuang, Zhan Zun.

The corners of his mouth lifted up, showing an interested smile.

I didn't expect to meet an acquaintance.

Isn't this the cruel man in El's Mechanical Ruins?
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